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EXHIBITOR PRODUCTS

Allengra sensor and 
Italtechnica V6
Germany-based Allengra, 
renowned for its fluid flow 
measurement technologies 
used across oil and gas and 
food and drink markets 
around the world, recently 
homologated a high precision 
ultrasonic fuel flow sensor for 
FIA motorsport championships. 

The sensor features dual 
ultrasonic channels, making 
it suitable for many types of 
fuelling applications where 
high-speed dosing is required 
and accuracy paramount.

It can handle a flow range 
between 0.3 and 240 litres per 
hour with a fuel flow accuracy 
of +/-0.5 per cent of measured 
value, and can operate anywhere 
between zero and 110degC 
with a precision temperature 
measurement of +/-0.15degC.

Its power supply is the same 
as other fuel flow meters in 
the motorsport marketplace 
– between 5.5 and 24V DC – it 
operates at a nominal pressure 
of 10bar and can be fitted using 
a regular -6AN connector. 

Italtechnica, the Italian 
technical experts with 35 
years’ experience in racing and 
high-performance powertrain 
development, revealed a new, 
top class, 3.0-litre, 90-degree 
V6 engine. The motor features 
patented passive pre-chamber 
ignition, weighs less than 
200kg and delivers 850Nm 
of torque and 750cv (approx. 
740bhp). It is boosted by 
two turbochargers working 
sequentially to reduce turbo lag. 
At low rpm all exhaust gases are 
forced into one turbocharger 
and then at higher rpm the 
two are engaged in parallel.

Ancillary components are all 
integrated to ensure a ready-
to-assemble system that does 
not require any hardware or 
software modifications. It’s 
compact size, low weight and 
high performance make it 
ideal for racecar applications.

Porsche 962 – the works
Ultimate Works Porsche 962. The Definitive 
History is the second set of books detailing 
the history of one of Porsche’s most 
extraordinary cars, the 956 / 962. 

Written by Racecar Engineering contributor, 
Serge Vanbockryck, the books continue the 
theme set by the first edition on the factory 
956s, with all the chassis history, driver history 
and race details of a car that dominated 
the endurance racing scene for a decade. 

The Porsche 962 was the updated version 
of the 956, introduced after the death of 
Formula 1 driver, Stefan Bellof, who was 
killed after a high-speed front-end impact 
at Spa. The 962 was safer, and came about 
following lengthy negotiations between 
Porsche and the International Motorsport 
Association (IMSA) on how to adapt the model 
for the American Camel GT Championship. 

The negotiations are detailed in the 
book, as is the development process of the 
car as it morphed from 956 to 962, before 
the volume goes into the details, race-by-
race, of the specification for each car.

It’s an exhaustive body of work, one that 
has taken Vanbockryck most of his life to 
compile, and it is certain there will never be 
a more comprehensive book on these cars. 

Porsche raced the car as a factory team 
from 1984 to 1988 in the FIA World Endurance 
Championship, at Le Mans, in the ADAC 
Supercup, in which Hans Stuck debuted the 
manufacturers’ PDK gearshift system, and, of 
course, IMSA. That is all well known, but what 
makes this book stand out above all others is 
the previously unseen technical developments 
that were tried and tested between the races. 

The lines between factory and privateer became blurred after Le Mans in 1988, when Reinhold 
Joest was tasked with running a car in the world championship, with Porsche support. Joest promptly 
beat the factory Mercedes at Dijon in 1989, scoring the last world championship win for the model. 

These books detail the full range of the 962, from the factory years run by Peter Falk and Norbert 
Singer, through the Joest years and right up to Jochen Dauer’s efforts in 1994, when the regulations 
required road homologation to compete in the 24 Hours of Le Mans. The 962 was indeed adapted for 
highway use at that point, and was then converted back to a racecar for the 1994 race, which it won. 

In the third volume, the people behind the programme receive just recognition. It is not only the 
drivers, teams and development engineers who are profiled though, Vanbockryck also lists the cars’ 
past and present owners.

The book comes as a Limited Edition, Collector’s Edition and Owner’s Edition and is not cheap. 
At £850 for the entry-level Limited Edition, you have to be a particular fan of the car to invest in this 
product, the second of three that are planned. The book comes in three hardback volumes, all held 
within a covered slipcase, and comprises 1400 pages with 1800 images.

This is a rare book in the publishing world – it is hard to imagine anyone having such passion for 
a single model of car in endurance racing history – but, if you feel the same way about the Porsche 
956 / 962 then it’s a powerful body of work. A word of warning though: should your love of the model 
extend to investing in this edition, you might want to start saving now for the final instalment. 
Limited Edition ISBN 978-1-907085-92-5   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £850
Collector’s Edition ISBN 978-1-913089-31-3  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £1750
Owner’s Edition ISBN 978-1-913089-64-1  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . £3000
Contact: sales@porterpress.co.uk
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A corner too fast

Crash investigation

Stefan Bellof was the second German Formula 1 driver 
to die in a sportscar race in only three weeks. Suddenly 
the nation was unrepresented on the Grand Prix grid. 
Germany had never had a Formula 1 World Champion 

and would have to wait another decade before one of its young 
sons would finally win the title. As a result of these accidents, 
most Formula 1 drivers would no longer be allowed to take part 
in sportscar racing, a discipline their team owners now considered 
dangerous.

That Bellof and Manfred Winkelhock had both died in 
the cockpits of Group C Porsches seriously upset the race 
engineers in Weissach, as it did the members of Porsche’s 
board. Winkelhock’s crash had most likely been due to a very 
rapidly deflated tyre, and Bellof ’s to driver error, so Porsche 
was not directly implicated in either accident. However, the 
company’s head of R&D, Helmuth Bott, immediately decreed 
that henceforth all newly designed racecar chassis would be 
crash-tested at a speed of 80kph (50mph) instead of the 50kph 
(31mph) required for production cars to gain their road safety 
certificates. Since the energy of an impact multiplies by the 
square of the speed of impact, this meant that the monocoques 
would have to withstand a force 2.5 times greater than hitherto. 
It was a remarkable decision by Porsche, as the crash testing 
of competition cars had not yet been mandated or even 
regulated by the FISA or the FIA, and was undertaken at the 
manufacturers’ discretion.

Bott, motorsports director Peter Falk and chief racecar 
designer Norbert Singer all knew that an aluminium 
monocoque would never withstand such an impact if nothing 
was done to improve circuit safety. Even though the first two 
drivers to incur fatal injuries in Group C were driving Porsches, 
the wrecks were never properly investigated by Porsche 
Motorsport. ‘I wasn’t there [in Mosport] because I was still in 
hospital [with the Hockenheim burns],’ Singer said later. ‘Our 
engineers looked at the [Kremer team’s] car at the scene of the 
accident, but the chassis never came to Weissach. In Weissach, 
people were nevertheless asking what we could do. And shortly 
afterwards we had the Bellof accident, and Mr Bott came to us 
and also asked what we could do.

‘In each case, a wall behind [the guardrails] was a 
contributing factor in the outcome of the accident. If you hit a 
concrete wall or an earth wall, you have no chance. I remember 
Mr Bott suggesting that we should exceed the [50kph road car] 
crash-test with 80kph. I talked to the guys in the production 
department and asked them what they thought about 80kph, 
and they told me I had no chance, because no road car could 
withstand an 80kph crash test — it couldn’t be done. So we 
started developing some crash structures in aluminium and 
composite and so on.’1

With the help of specialised safety engineers, Porsche also 
developed a foam that could be inserted inside the tyres that 
were used for the walls in front of crash barriers. To fully 
document the impact of a racing car at speed with an almost 
solid object like a concrete or brick wall, Porsche dispatched 
two monocoques (956004 and 956 010) to the Netherlands 
to be crash-tested at the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast 

for Stefan Bellof, the question [whether he had a chance of 
survival] is answered right there, because the speed at impact 
must have been 150kph (93mph) at least. I don’t know who 
decided where to put catch fencing, guardrails or tyre walls, 
but he didn’t know much about it, or didn’t follow the orders. 
Where Jonathan Palmer crashed [on Friday] there was no catch 
fencing, although it was clear that if something happened 
at that spot you would hit the barriers immediately. We’re 
talking about gravel beds, which is fine by me. But in the case 
of Palmer, why didn’t it do what it was supposed to do? […] 
Because of personal agendas, certain things can pass unnoticed. 
Taking down a concrete wall at Mosport can’t be that expensive. 
So why wasn’t this demanded?’5

Again it was Porsche that took the initiative to improve 
track safety, as Norbert Singer recalled: ‘A letter was written 
by Mr Bott to the FIA which said, “On the cars we cannot 
do everything [to increase driver’s safety]. We can do what is 
reasonable, but the rest you should do on your race tracks.” Also 
we did quite a lot of crash testing with tyre walls, and we found 
that you had to connect [the tyres] and put a special foam 
inside them to absorb the energy. In those days, that was new. 
And you needed two or three rows behind one another to have 
a chance. Otherwise, there was no way [to survive an impact]. 
For me, the development of today’s safety features started with 
the accidents of Winkelhock and Bellof.’6

The race tracks (and the cars) did not immediately become as 
safe as they would a decade later, after the great Ayrton Senna 
had died in a crash during the 1994 Formula 1 San Marino 
Grand Prix at Imola. More accidents would have to be analysed 
during the intervening decade before more effective safety 
features were developed.

Something the accidents at Mosport Park and Spa-
Francorchamps did achieve was a growing interest from Porsche 
team owners in bespoke monocoques. Winkelhock and Bellof 
had died in Porsche’s original, sheet-aluminium monocoques, 
whereas Palmer had survived in a bespoke, aluminium 
honeycomb version (made by Bob Sparshott). The motorsports 
industry took notice and several specialists used these facts to 
design composite monocoques, and to promote them as stiffer 
and thus safer. Nobody doubted the sound design of the Group 
C Porsches, but many — silently — doubted the passive safety 
of the cars. They figured that new designs and materials were 
needed and, by the time the racing life of the 956 and the 962 
had ended, private constructors had built more monocoques 
than the factory.

In the meantime, Porsche developed a front crash structure 
to increase the passive safety of the 962 and 962C, if only 
to appease the many worried customers who relied on sheet-
aluminium monocoques. It was all that could be done without 
designing an entirely new car. Singer: ‘At the front, we had had 
an aluminium frame that supported the nose section, and this 
was replaced by an aluminium honeycomb construction in 
order to absorb some more energy. This could not completely 
solve the problem, of course, but we did what we could from 
our side. Nothing could immediately be done to change the 
fundamental design of the monocoque.’7

Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek (TNO) in Delft. Singer: 
‘We quickly found out that there was no chance [to survive an 
impact at that speed] regardless what you do with your crash 
sectors [in the car], with carbon or composite or whatever. No 
way…’2

Despite the best intentions of all those involved in Group C, 
the accidents did cast a dark shadow over the World Endurance 
Championship. In any other motorsports discipline, like 
Formula 1, the consequences of the accidents at Mosport and 
Spa would have been the same. The problem was not so much 
the cars, as the Grand Prix team owners encouraged the media 
to believe, but more the safety features at certain corners on 
certain tracks.

As Alessandro Nannini noted: ‘Before [1985] in Formula 
2, the [Spa] track narrowed to the right, which forced us to 
slow down more before attacking the Raidillon. By gaining two 
metres on the apex, they took away a difficulty and increased 
the speed.’3

The Raidillon was one of the most challenging corners in 
motor racing worldwide, but the safety features there had 
been shown to be inadequate to cope with major accidents 
at the speeds now being achieved by both single-seaters and 
sportscars. Yet the Spa circuit held a FIA Formula 1 licence, 
so clearly the FISA had judged that it was safe enough for 
the supreme motorsports discipline, and hence also for those 
ranking below. But, as Bob Wollek remarked: ‘You dread to 
think what happens if your car breaks down at the bottom of 
the [pit] straight, because there’s nothing but the guardrails 
facing you.’4

Where Bellof had hit the rails, there was no run-off area, nor 
any tyre wall — just a few feet of grass between the track limits 
and a guardrail set in front of a concrete-and-brick grandstand. 
‘Medically, if you hit a concrete wall head-on at 70kph (43mph) 
[…] you’re dead,’ sportscar veteran Henri Pescarolo said. ‘So 

 ■ Following Porsche’s own research, and subsequent 
recommendations to the FISA, Group C cars were to be compulsorily 
equipped with crushable structures at the front of the monocoque, as 
seen here on 962 007.
Trevor Crisp

 ■ Telltale skid marks leading up the Raidillon towards damaged crash 
barriers: silent witnesses of a drama that had unfolded an hour earlier.
Manfred Giet

1  Author: interview with Norbert Singer, 25 January 2013.
2  Ibid.
3  Teissèdre: Autohebdo, 12 September 1985, L’Endurance en danger?, p. 62.
4  Ibid.
5  Ibid.
6  Author: interview with Norbert Singer, 25 January 2013.
7  Ibid.
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13–14 Jun 1987 55èmes 24 Heures du Mans 
(F) (WS-PCT&D)

18 Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

Rothmans, 
Autoglass

Jochen Mass (D),  
Bob Wollek (F),  
Vern Schuppan (AUS)

935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00
1: 16/36
2: 20/32
3: 26/30
4: 28/25
5: 32/22
C/P: 9/38

Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
15x415

Dunlop
Denloc 
Nylon
FP1: 254

325/625x17
350/680x415 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

871 1st
3m 21.09s
Wollek

DNF
Engine  
(16 laps)

Wollek took pole in Wednesday’s Q1. Changed 5th gear from 31/22 to 32/22 for Q2. Changed 2nd gear  
from 17/26 to 20/32 for warm-up and race. Fuel consumption: 50.1L/100km (6.781L/lap) in Q2; 42.8L/100km 
(5.793L/lap) in warm-up. Mass took start and led on lap 1 (after extra pace lap) from Stuck (works 962C), 
Brundle (Jaguar), Cheever (Jaguar), Raphanel (Cougar), Dumfries (Sauber), Lammers (Jaguar), Palmer (BLR 
962C), Thackwell (Sauber), Larrauri (Brun 962C) and van der Merwe (Joest 962C). By first pitstop sequence, 
ran 2nd behind Stuck, and ahead of Brundle, Palmer (BLR 962C), Lammers and Cheever (Jaguar). Pitted on 
lap 13 (4.43pm) for fuel, tyres and new Motronic chip. Rejoined 2nd behind Stuck but retired on lap 16 (5.01pm) 
with piston failure. Bad batch of organiser-supplied fuel caused epidemic of blown engines in Porsche 962C 
camp, with both Joest 962Cs, one Kremer 962C and one works 962C retiring in first hour of race.

28 Jun 1987 200 Meilen von Nürnberg 
Int. ADAC-Norisring-Trophäe, 
Norisring (D) (WS-PCD +SC)

17T Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

– Hans-Joachim Stuck (D) 935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

890 – – Entered as T-car.

28 Jun 1987 200 Meilen von Nürnberg 
Int. ADAC-Norisring-Trophäe, 
Norisring (D) (WS-PCD)

17T Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

– Hans-Joachim Stuck (D),  
Derek Bell (GB)

935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

890 – – Entered as T-car.

5 Jul 1987 Int. ADAC-Preis, Hockenheim 
(D) (SC)

17T Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

Shell, Dunlop Hans-Joachim Stuck (D) 935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

(850) – – Entered as T-car.

26 Jul 1987 Shell Gemini 1000 Kms,  
Brands Hatch (GB)  
(WS-PCT&D)

17 Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

Rothmans Derek Bell (GB),  
Hans-Joachim Stuck (D)

935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

(850) DNE DNE Did not enter.

9 Aug 1987 Int. 20. ADAC-Flugplatz-
Rennen, Diepholz (D) (SC)

17T Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

Shell, Dunlop Hans-Joachim Stuck (D) 935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 10.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

890 – – Entered as T-car.

12–13 Aug 1987 Private tests, Nürburgring (D) – Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

– Harald Grohs (D),  
Bob Wollek (F)1

935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

(850) – – Development tests for new PDK transmission. First ever factory drive for Grohs, replacing Wollek as he was 
still bruised from earlier IMSA accident. Grohs completed some 1,360km (845 miles) in two days.

30 Aug 1987 ADAC 1000 Kms, Nürburgring 
(D) (WS-PCT&D)

17 Porsche AG  
(Porsche AG)

Rothmans Derek Bell (GB),  
Hans-Joachim Stuck (D)

935/82
2,994cc

Porsche water-water 9.0:1 KKK
K26-3060 G10.11

Bosch
Motronic MP1.2

956/00 Shell TMO-SR 5W40
Shell S.6909
–

Bilstein
Schmitthelm

Speedline 13x17
14x19

Dunlop
Denloc 
Kevlar

300/625x17
330/725x19 

Porsche
Ate/Porsche

Raybestos
DS11

(850) DNE DNE Did not enter.

 ■ For the rest of the 1987 season, 962 008 was used as the T-car 
for Hans-Joachim Stuck’s ADAC Supercup campaign. It is seen here 
being driven by a journalist during a track test at the Nürburgring.
Unternehmensarchiv Porsche AG

 ■ In 1988 962 008 was used as the third works car at Le 
Mans, driven by Mario, Michael and John Andretti. They 
finished sixth after mid-race engine troubles.
Manfred Giet


